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Why are the monetary factors of Greece such a concern to many in the United
States of America?
Before we answer the question; a very short history lesson on Greece, one of the
cradles of the European civilization with conception before the birth of Jesus.
Population of Greece is approximately 11.2 million souls; a ratio of 30 to 1
compared to the United States of America’s population of 312,240,969; compared
to all of Europe, an 80 to 1 ratio, based on a 2010 estimate of 857 million souls; so
ends the lesson.

Gross Domestic Product
In 2009, the Gross Domestic Product of Greece was noted to be $329.924 Billion1
whereas the United States of Americas Gross Domestic Product was stated as
$14.12 Trillion2 reflecting a 42 to 1 ratio versus Germany’s $3.33 Trillion3 and
noting the United States ratio in comparison to Germany was nearly 5 to 1. Upon
analyzing the data; including the World’s 2009 Gross Domestic Product of $58.26
Trillion4. Nothing alarming appears in the primary markets, the tangible real world,
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http://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=d5bncppjof8f9_&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&idim=country:GRC&dl
=en&hl=en&q=greece+gdp#ctype=l&strail=false&nselm=h&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&scale_y=lin&ind_y=false&rdi
m=country&idim=country:GRC&ifdim=country&hl=en&dl=en
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http://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=d5bncppjof8f9_&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&idim=country:USA&dl
=en&hl=en&q=united+states+gdp#ctype=l&strail=false&nselm=h&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&scale_y=lin&ind_y=fa
lse&rdim=country&idim=country:USA&ifdim=country&hl=en&dl=en
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http://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=d5bncppjof8f9_&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&idim=country:DEU&dl
=en&hl=en&q=germany+gdp#ctype=l&strail=false&nselm=h&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&scale_y=lin&ind_y=false&r
dim=country&idim=country:DEU&ifdim=country&hl=en&dl=en
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http://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=d5bncppjof8f9_&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&tdim=true&dl=en&hl=
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but alarm must be raised in regards to the secondary market, the intangible
imaginary binary book-entry world of profits that exceed $600 Trillion. Ratio of
the primary market to the secondary market exceeds a 10 to 1 ratio.
My grandfather was part Indian and in the early years of the United States of
America, the Native American Indians referred to those that lied as speaking with a
forked tongue, the devils’ tongue. It is not nations that speak, but those individuals
within the nation that claim they speak for the nations. Only after the death of
those that lied to the Native Americans did individuals arise to prominence that
amended the wrongs as best as they could. For those that govern for the benefit of
the people, and not for that of self interest or greed forever reside in tranquility and
peace.
Where the words of the learned are shunned by those who claim to be leaders, we
must ask, are they that ignorant? Where the United States of America’s Congress is
holding hearings to understand and comprehend the scale of the fraud, it would not
be difficult to understand why leaders of other nations would also not understand
and comprehend. Why would a country wish to listen to an emissary of the United
States of America while the United States of America’s house is not in order? The
United States has many learned scholars who do explain, but as so far, those words
are shunned.
Answer
Those that speak today with forked tongues do not speak to save the tangibles but
to save the intangible way of life for the few.

Lest people not forget, ye who rocks the cradle
Rocks the cradle of innocence
en&q=world+gdp#ctype=l&strail=false&nselm=h&met_y=ny_gdp_mktp_cd&scale_y=lin&ind_y=false&rdim=count
ry&ifdim=country&tdim=true&hl=en&dl=en
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